by Ernst Jacobsthal, who proved that for f Ax) = x(x + a), if p = X + 4Y = X = 1 (mod 4), r-2(a|p)4X ifx(a) = + l, 
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He evaluated A (l), 72 = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 [l], and A.(g) He also showed that if P-2 «"(8) = ¿2 x{sns + Qng-ns),
In order to evaluate a Brewer sum A (g) = A (pr) of order n in closed form,
one first decomposes the sum by means of (2.3). Theorem 1. If (n, p -l) = d, then <Ma) = 0¿(a) and V¿a) = ^¿(a).
Proof. In Lemma 1 let b = p -1. Since (z, p -1) = 1, h and hz run together over reduced residue systems (mod p). Since z is odd,
Similarly, Vn(a) = ¿ x^nz + a) = ¿ x(hd + a) = ^(a).
The reduction of fi (0) If r is even, / = 727/zz. Apply (2.5):
If r is odd, t = 222-/zz -1/2.
,Zzz.+u/2\ _ Z ,Vrh Z"u/2
If 22 is even, by (2.4) and Theorem 1,
by (2.8). Apply (2.6) and (2.5) with s = 2t22-/zz:
The reduction of 0"(g) was studied in [l6] , where the following were proved:
(2.12) If 72 is odd, 02n(g)=0n(g ) [16, Theorem 5.4 ]. If tf £ GFip2), define the trace TiÇ) = rf + ¡tp. Then (2.2) becomes
Lemma 2. X(T(Ac+*(" +1>)) . (-DkXiTiXc)).
Proof.
j-(Ac+Ze(p + l)) _ Ac+fe(z> + l) + ^P{c+k(p+l)} = ^c + z,(p + 1) + ^pc+k(p+l) = xk^p+1Axc + Xpc) = gkT(Xc).
Lemma 2 shows that although X is of order p -1, certain exponents of X in 0 (g) need be examined only modulo 2(p + l). show that in order to obtain 0 (g) it suffices to compute 0 (l ) and, if n is odd and p = 1 (mod 4), also 0 (g). The latter also indicates conditions when 0 (g) = 0.
Theorem 2. 0 (g'+2k) = (-l)nk® (gr).
° n °L
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e"(gr+2*) = ¿x:(TU',t/(í'-1)+r+2*l))
z=o since t and a both run over complete residue systems (mod (p + 1)).
Corollary 2. // 77 is odd and p = 3 (mod 4), then 0 (gr) = 0.
Proof, ejtg') = ©"(gr+p-X) = (-Dn(p-U/2 ©n(gr) = -®"(gr).
The notation a \\N, where a is a prime, means that a | TV but a j iV. Proof. First assume p<rj. Let £ = (p + 1 )/2^ -1/2; * is an integer.
-¿x<rU*w-|}-*i7-1)+ll)). The Jacobi sum R(u, v) = R (u, v) of order e is defined by
If e does not divide zz, v, or u + v,
If the exponents of ß in (3.1) which are congruent (mod e) ate grouped, one may write
The coefficients C. will be called Jacobi coefficients.
Clearly, e-l (3.6) r (ku, kv) = i-l)kv/ Z cjßki-
The inverted form of the finite Fourier series (3.5) is e-1 (3.7) Cm = I 22 (-AkviReiku, kv)ß~km.
The cyclotomic number ih, k) = ih, k) of order e is defined to be the number of solutions of gs + l = g' (mod ¡9), 0<s, t<p-2,
The following identities are well known [7, (14) , (15)J:
A Jacobi sum can be expressed in terms of the cyclotomic numbers as a double finite Fourier series:
The inverted form is
For Jacobi sums which can be expressed in the form R£(vn, n), one may Bx(j, v)= £ Be(j+ mx, v).
If e is even, by (3.14) and (3.15),
If e is even, define From (3.9) and (3.13), B(j, v) = B(j, e -v -l). Hence
If E is even, E -1 and e are relatively prime, so that, by (3.18) and (3.19),
Whiteman related Dickson-Hurwitz sums to the Jacobsthal sum ^n(a) and the related sum 1* (a):
The latter can be generalized as follows:
From the definition of cyclotomic number in (3.8), the number of values of s for which g s ~T + 1 is a quadratic residue of p is E 2 q (-7, 2t) , while EXE_~ (-r, 2t + 1) is the number of values of s for which g s "' + 1 is a quadratic nonresidue. Thus
Similarly, -r, 2i )e + (E -r, 2; + l)e -(E-r, 2/)e -(-r, 2/ + 1) ]
by (3.10), (3.13), and (3.17).
In connection with applying Theorem 4, note that
This follows from [14, Theorem 2 and the preceding Lemma].
For the evaluation of iî (Q), Theorem 4 is sufficient, for any *P sum may be transformed into a sum of Jacobsthal sums by repeated use of (2.8) and finally (2.7). One can, however, evaluate a W sum directly; this approach, which generalizes [16, (4.1)], will be used in evaluating AAQ).
Theorem 5. // p = 2E/ + 1 aTTzi E is even, e-1 0E(gr)= £ (-l)m</+r>ReU, E).
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By the definition of cyclotomic number,
The inner sum vanishes unless tz = 0 or F; if 22 = 0, 1 -ß~v =0. Hence Since E = 2y, Apply (4.10):
(4.11) dQ=2f+l (mod 4).
Whiteman showed that ([27, (3.25) , (3.26)] and (2.12)) EdQ, E= 0 (mod 8),
-(-l)fEdQ, E = 6 (mod 8).
If ra is even, set ?z = E and use (4.12). If 72 is odd, 0^(1) = 02 (l), by (2.12). Set 2n = E and apply (4.12). The only remaining case in the discussion at the end of §2 is the evaluation of ®E/2(g), E/2 odd, p = E -1 (mod 2E).
In From (3.19) and (3.23), X = 1 (mod 4).
By (2.5), (3.22), and (3.19), if p m 1 (mod 4),
Similarly, by Theorem 4, if p = 1 (mod 4), The first sum, by (3.12) and (3.6), can be written as In evaluating A. 2(g), eight residue classes, modulo 24, must be examined.
Curiously, no two residue classes have the same formulas.
2A12(g) = O12(g)+012(g) = ,i'24(g12)+012(g). Theorems 2 and 3, Corollary 1, (2.6), (2.11), and (2.12) are used for reduction.
Then ( by [14, (81) , (92)], (3.14), and (5.14), where p = U2 + 24V2, U m Ind 3 -1 (mod 4).
Next it will be shown that Apply (4.9) with s = 3: c(ß) = -e(ß7).
If the Eisenstein sums of order 24 are expressed in terms of the basis
(1, ß, ß2, ßA ß4, ß\ ß6, ß7\ and the relationships (6.11) ^ = dxx, d2 = -dxo, d^d9, d4 = -d8, d^=d7, d6=0 (4.8)
are used, then ((ß) = (d0 + dA + (dx -dAß + 2d2ß2 + U? -dx)ßi
Equate coefficients of 1: dç. + d, = -d0 -d .. Hence dç. = -zi4. Also, zig = -dA, by (6.11). Substitute into (6.10): 04(l) = -l2dQ =©12(l), by (6.9). This establishes (6.8).
Equating coefficients of ß shows that d, = -d,, so that c(ß) = (dx -dA(ß -ßl -ß5) + dpß2 -ß6) = -(dx -dAA^ + d2A~3.
Let W = dx -dy V = d2. (4.4) implies that e(ß)e(ß~1) = p = 2W2 + 3V2. Since an odd square is = 1 (mod 8) and p = 11 (mod 24), 8|2W , so W is even. Thus if 2(7 = W, p = 8U2 + 3V2.
1. Evaluations of AJQ) and Alg(g). For p = 3 (mod 4), A9(g) = 0, by (2.1).
2A9(g) = 09(g) + 09(g) = Í.18(g9) + 09(g).
Applying the reduction formulas of §2 produces the following:
given in (5-7), (6.7), (5-3), and (6.6), respectively. According to (3.22), $j8(l) = 18(-l) 'D,,(0, 18) ; this can be expressed in terms of a coordinate in a quadratic form of ten variables given by (3-30).
There is also a more complicated expression for $10(1) in terms of a coordinate of a form in six variables given by (3.35).
The latter is developed here.
Let H0 = Di6(0, 18) + D36(6, 18) denote the first coordinate of (3-35) with e = 36. Then 4>14 (D= 14(-D^j^O, 14) .
<D14(g7) = -14(-l)/D28(21> 14) = 14(-1)/D28 (7, 14) , by Theorem 4. According to (3.30) with e = 28, both D2g(0, 14) and D2g(7, 14) are coordinates in a quadratic decomposition of p in eight variables.
If p = 13 (mod 28), (2.12) and (4.12) imply that In studying Jacobi sums of order six one encounters a second binary quadratic form for primes s 1 (mod 3):
(9.4) P=A2+3B2, A=l(mod3). [7, pp. 408-410] Relating this form, already alluded to in (5.18), to (9.1) involves the index of 2, modulo 3. However, in (9.4), p has a coefficient of 1. This form, furthermore, is used in evaluating A,(g), p = 1 (mod 3). Notice that in (5.19) there is no reference to Ind 2.
By contrast, the evaluation of A Q(g) [16, (7.6) ] which is expressed in terms of the coordinates of (9.3), has five cases, depending upon Ind 2 (mod 5).
One may ask for another quaternary quadratic form for p = 1 (mod 5) which would provide a simpler expression for A.0(g). Such a form is developed here.
(Attempts to generalize to p = 1 (mod 7) failed; an appropriate quadratic form in six variables was not discovered.) 41^=7-7+7-7, 41^=7-7-7 + 7.
Theorem 8. X, (7, V, aW W are integers satisfying X + 51/ + 5V + 5W = p, XW = V2 -U2 -UV.
Proof. 7 is odd, while t., 7, 7, and 7 are even [15, p. 123] . From the last equation in (9-7) drop all products of two even numbers: 7(7 -7 ~~ '3 + Z4^~ ^ (mod 4). Since 7 is odd, W is an integer. Then U = W + (7 -7)/2 and V = W + (7 -7)/2 are integers. Finally by (9-6), X = 27 -(7 +7+7 + 7)/4 = 27 -W -(7 + 7)/ 2 is an integer. Now x2+ 5iJ2 + 5K2 + 5iy2 = [(47-7-7-/3-7)2+ 5(7+ 7-7-7+ 5(7 -7 + 7 -í4)2 + 5(7 -7 -7 + 7)21/16 7=0 7=0 k=/+i by (9.7).
